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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Our objective is to build a tutor reserving application utilizing TIPPERS. The proposed users of our                
application are students and tutors. The data sources of our application is the TIPPERS project, which                
provides recent locations of students and tutors, and our tutors database, which stores the availability and                
skills of the tutors.  
Our application has to meet many requirements. Firstly, a typical use case of our application is that during                  
the final week, with an increased workload, we need to make our application scalable by handling users’                 
requests from multiple servers, using load-balancers to distribute the requests. Secondly, we want our              
application to be fault-tolerant, without any single point of failure. Therefore, we should use replication               
to provide redundancy to our tutors database, in addition to already having multiple request servers.               
Thirdly, our application must be easy to use, and therefore our scheduling process should be both fair and                  
interactive. We should ask any tutor if they want to accept a tutoring task, and the asking process should                   
not cause significant delay to the student users.  
The requirements listed above lead to the overall design of the project. We aim to use a load balancer to                    
distribute requests among multiple request servers. The request servers will connect to tutors database and               
TIPPERS database to retrieve the availability and geolocation of both students and tutors. The request               
servers will advise which tutors are considered best for each tutoring request, and ask them to accept such                  
request. If the request cannot be fulfilled, tutors that are considered “not as good” will be prompted to                  
accept the request. This process will continue to expand tutor search range if no tutors are found or no                   
tutors accepts, until the candidate tutors become “unacceptably bad”. During this scheduling process, a              
student will receive real-time progress updates he can view, and any tutors prompted to accept will                
receive real-time push notifications. A push notification server will be responsible to send the              
notifications to tutors given that tutors have subscribed and registered their wish to receive such               
notifications. We also propose to eliminate race conditions by using mutual exclusion mechanism based              
on message passing to protect the tutors database and hence, ensuring consistency among different              
middleware instances. 
 

2. RELATED EFFORTS 
 
In our survey paper we looked into several aspects of our project, including load balancing, replication,                
stream data processing and publisher/subscriber architecture. In addition to that in our survey paper, we               
also researched existing solutions for mutual exclusion. 
 

2.1. Load Balancing 
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According to the paper “Dynamic Load Balancing on Web-Server Systems”[1], there are 4 main types of                
load balancing. Client-based load balancing, which uses programs on clients to do load balancing, without               
centralized control and with large granularity. DNS-based load balancing exploits existing DNS records,             
but has limited control and effectiveness due to intermediate DNS resolvers. Dispatcher-based load             
balancing grants centralized control and is transparent, but creates bottleneck and single point of failure.               
Server-based load balancing is distributed, but has increased communication overhead and adds delay to              
the system. 
 

2.2. Replication 
 
The paper “Replica consistency of CORBA objects in partitionable distributed systems”[2] provides            
insight into the different forms of replication and the means to keep replicas consistent in the CORBA                 
framework. As we also need to deal with consistency between servers/databases in our project, we use                
this paper as a reference. 
In CORBA, active replication broadcasts all inputs to all same replicated objects. All the replicated               
objects then perform the same state transition. When returning result, CORBA uses broadcast between              
replicas to reduce duplicate responses. Passive replication in CORBA broadcast all inputs to one primary,               
active copy. This primary copy executes state transitions and send the transitions to many cold standbys. 
In our survey, we referred to another paper “Comparison of database replication techniques based on total                
order broadcast”[3]. This paper specifically discusses the replication of databases, and its            
implementations are based on transactions rather than abstract input to objects in CORBA.  
 

2.3. Stream Data Processing 
“The 8 requirements of real-time stream processing” [4] mentions eight requirements to process real time               
data; which is to keep the data moving; use SQL on streams to query; accept and handle stream                  
imperfections; generate predictable outcomes; integrate stored and streaming data; generate data safety            
and availability; partition and scale data automatically; finally process and respond instantaneously, which             
can be done with the help of buffering and scheduling algorithm mentioned in [5]. 
 

2.4. Publisher/Subscriber Architecture 
 
“The Many Faces of Publish/Subscribe” [6] discusses the different types of subscriptions such as topic,               
where the message contains a particular keyword; content, where the message is published when it               
matches some filters and constraints; finally, type based where it groups commonalities of both topic and                
content based despite them having different types. 
 

2.5. Mutual Exclusion 
 
The paper “A Simple taxonomy for distributed mutual exclusion algorithms”[7] gives an overview on two               
categories of mutual exclusion algorithms.  
Permission-based algorithms require each process wanting to enter critical session to receive permission             
from all other processes. If two processes want to enter critical session at the same time, the conflict is                   
resolved between them using some priority mechanism both agrees. For example, in Ricart-Agrawala’s             
first algorithm, this priority is defined using a logical clock[7]. 
Token-based algorithms require each process wanting to enter critical session to hold a unique object               
called a token. The rule for a server to send token takes care of fairness in a token-based algorithm. For                    
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example, in Ricart-Agrawala’s second algorithm, the most prioritized process to get the token is the next                
process in an abstract ring. 
 

3. ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN 
 
In this section we explain the rationale behind some of the design decisions to meet the design goals and                   
system features, and the technical details of how the implementation was done in each component. 

1. Load Balancing 
● Design Goal: add scalability to our application by distributing the requests to multiple             

servers. 
● Implementation Detail: After surveying the existing load balancing solutions, we decided           

to use the dispatcher-based load balancing. This type of load balancing is transparent to              
both web client and the server, therefore adds minimal design complexity to both the              
front-end and the request server.  
Among many dispatcher-based load balancing solutions, we choose NGINX as our load            
balancer. NGINX [9] is a high performance load balancer, with support for different             
load-balancing policies, websocket redirection, and automatic avoidance of failed         
upstream servers. In our setup, client connects to the NGINX server’s public IP address.              
NGINX transparently redirects the messages to and from the back-end servers, by            
rewriting HTTP headers or IP headers. 

2. Stream Data Processing 
We planned to implement stream data processing because we thought we will process data              
streams from TIPPERS virtual sensors. However, TIPPERS will only grant us access to normal              
HTTP APIs request. As a result, we cannot implement and have no need for stream data                
processing. 

3. Mutual Exclusion 
● Design Goal: protect the tutors database from race conditions caused by concurrent            

access from multiple requests and updates, possibly from multiple request servers. 
● Implementation Details: We implemented a simplified version of Ricart-Agrawala’s         

second algorithm using REST API. Our algorithm passes one token among multiple            
processes, and whichever process has the token can be granted access to read or write the                
tutors database. Compared to Ricart Agrawala’s second algorithm, our token passing rule            
is local FIFO rather than based on logic clocks. This simplifies the design and reduces               
delay in message passing. 

4. Replication 
● Design Goal: in the event of a failed tutor’s database, our application should continue to               

work properly and should not lose tutors’ user data. 
● Implementation Detail: we deployed three instances of postgresql database. When          

requesting from the tutors database, consensus from all three instances are used. 
5. Scheduling 

● Design Goal: to guarantee fairness and liveness when scheduling a tutor, as well as              
allowing minimal interaction to not disrupt the users. 

● Implementation Detail: the algorithm has multiple rounds. First, retrieve the available           
tutors with the required skills. Then in each round after that, we apply a filter based on                 
the distance between the student and the tutor to get the top candidates who are closest to                 
the requester. Another filter applied in each round along with the distance is the priority               
of each tutor. We set the priority of the tutor in a similar fashion of setting the priority of                   
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a thread in an operating system. Each successful reservation causes the priority of a tutor               
to decrease, and idleness causes priority to increase. In the end, the elected list of tutors                
will receive push notifications sent via our pub/sub component as described below. Each             
tutor has to confirm the notification in order to be reserved. If multiple tutors try to                
confirm at the same time, the first tutor confirms the reservation will be reserved. Each               
round will relax the distance and priority constraints if the previous rounds were not              
successful in finding a tutor. 

 
6. Pub/Sub 

Design Goal: for asynchronous and interactive connection, the tutor subscribes to the application             
that whenever someone is requesting a tutoring session, and he is available and has the requested                
skill, then he would get a notification of the request from user. 
Implementation Detail: When the tutor is logged in, a web socket connection is established to               
connect to the push notification component (publisher). Whenever a message of type “reserve” is              
published, the tutor would be notified and act accordingly if he accepts the request or not.                
Publisher also passes a variable which contains the requester(middleware’s instance information)           
to let the tutor directly reply accept to the requesting instance(middleware). After the tutor accepts               
the reservation, the tutor and student can chat directly using websocket connections established             
between each of them and the middleware server. The tutor has the choice of when to end the                  
tutoring session. 
 

7. Overall Architecture 
We use dropwizard framework[10], a Java development framework for RESTful Web Services, to build              
our middleware and publisher. The majority of the APIs are based on HTTP. The connection between                
clients and publisher and the connection between student clients and middleware are using websocket.  
The below diagram shows the overall system architecture and the integration between the different              
components. 

 
Figure 1: Overall application architecture 

 
4. EVALUATION PLAN AND RESULTS 

In this section, we present an evaluation plan for each component and show the experiment results. 
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The components of our projects include the load balancer, the request server, the push server and the 
mutual exclusion algorithm. We will test if their basic functionality is met; then, we will evaluate if they 
meet the design goals of this project. 
 

1. Load Balancer 
● Evaluation Plan: 

We test our NGINX load balancer setup by sending multiple requests to the load 
balancer’s IP address and port. We run two instances of our middleware request server 
and read the console log. Observing the console windows and the browser tabs will tell us 
if our load balancer is working correctly.  

● Evaluation Result: 
The result in the graph below shows us the load balancer can distribute request between 
the load balanced servers. A possible implementation issue is that we want one browser 
session of one user to stay connected to one request server, so that servers don’t need to 
transfer user sessions; this issue is resolved by keeping each users’ session info inside one 
websocket connection. 

 
Figure 2: Load balancer test result. Two console windows are combined into one screenshot. 

 
2. Middleware request server 

● Evaluation Plan: 
In addition to testing all the APIs in the request server, we supply arbitrary data to the request                  
server. The arbitrary data supplied includes tutors with different availability and locations. It also              
includes tutors with low search priority and rare skill.  
Then we search for a tutor with a rare skill to see if it can achieve fairness and liveness by                    
expanding search scope of tutors. 

● Evaluation Result: 
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Our result shows that in the initial two rounds, the tutor of low priority is not selected to receive                   
notification. In the last round, that tutor receives notification and can accept a student’s tutoring               
request. Therefore, the scheduling algorithm can achieve fairness and liveness by expanding            
search scope of tutors in each students’ search tutor request. We can improve our algorithm’s               
effectiveness by adding more rounds to reduce the granularity of each round. 

 
Figure 3: Scheduling algorithm test result. After expanding search range, a tutor with a rare skill but with low                   
priority is selected as a candidate. The red line shows the priority of the tutor; higher number means lower priority. 
 
3. Mutual Exclusion Algorithm 

● Evaluation Plan: 
Run 2 instances of our mutual exclusion algorithms, inform each of them of others’ presence, and                
create one token in one instance as initialization. Send multiple requests to those servers to               
acquire permission to enter the critical session. Check that at any moment, permission is only               
given to one and only one request. 

● Evaluation Result: 
We cannot create a race condition requesting permission to enter the critical session. When there               
is a critical session running, new requests wait acquiring a semaphore with a timeout; a random                
request gets the permission when current critical session exited. 
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Figure 4: shows different middleware instances (different ports), acquiring after releasing the token. 

4. Pub/Sub 
● Evaluation Plan: 

We used low level web socket extension for dropWizard [8]. This low level library gives us fine                 
grain control needed to implement topic based pub/sub and saving client sessions in the              
middleware for later use. To test our finalized pub/sub architecture, log in as a student and try to                  
reserve a tutor. At the same time, log in as a tutor that would be notified. Check if the tutor gets                     
timely push notification. 

● Evaluation Result: 
For the final evaluation, as Figure 3 has shown, tutor gets near instant push notification when                
each round of searching begins. 

 
5. CHALLENGES 

 
● Framework 

At first, we proposed to use the TIBCO framework to implement our middleware. Due to its 
obscure GUI and the lack of proper documentation, we had to abandon TIBCO and use 
dropWizard instead.  

● User Session Consistency Between Servers 
Another challenge comes from maintaining consistency between multiple middleware servers. 
Each user’s request to search for a tutor creates a session on the middleware server; if load 
balancer sends the next request to a different server, the user’s session info need to be transferred 
to that server as well. Instead of enforcing ip-hash load balancing policy in NGINX, we keep a 
websocket connection for each search tutor operation, and use that connection to receive all 
messages from client side. This solves the consistency issue as well as brings the benefit of 
progress update to a searching student. If the connected server fails, the student can try again 
while automatically directed to another server by NGINX. 

● Fairness and Liveness 
The main challenge in the scheduling algorithm is to keep balance between fairness and liveness. 
Fairness can be achieved by giving each tutor a priority, and filtering those with low priority; 
however, in the event that no tutors with high priority respond, student may fail to find a tutor 
because low priority tutors never get the notification. To ensure liveness in this scenario, we 
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divide the searching process to several rounds, and relax the constraints like distance and priority 
in each round. In this way, Low priority tutors get notified later than those with high priority, but 
may still get reserved in case they are needed. 

 
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
We have created a tutor scheduling application using TIPPERS that meets our goals in scalability, 
fault-tolerance, fairness and user interaction. The requests to our application are distributed across 
multiple middleware servers. For each request to reserve a tutor, the user session is stored in only one 
middleware server, and this solves the consistency problem between different servers. Our 
implementation has fault-tolerant tutors database, protected against race condition. Our 
publisher/subscriber architecture allows timely push notifications to tutors and students alike. 
There remains two “single points of failure” in our current implementation: the load balancer and the push 
server. In future work, we may add redundancy to load balancers using DNS-based load balancing, by 
resolving domain names of our site to multiple load balancers. This approach will eliminate the load 
balancer from possible single points of failure. We may also add load balancing and redundancy to the 
push server, while keeping the one push server abstraction. 
Our simplified mutual exclusion algorithm works given the assumption that no critical session hangs. 
However, if a critical session hangs, the token will never be released. We may implement leader election 
algorithm to deal with the possible failure where the token is never released due to a server failure. 
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